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Human-Environmental 
Interactions 

ENV1600-001
Class 17: Tues, Nov 5, 2019
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Today’s topic
Agriculture
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Learning objectives

• After this class you should be able to:


1. Discuss global trends in agriculture and their implications 
for biodiversity and food security
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But first …
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The mighty and ever-righteous 
environmental song contest

• Sounds of Silence


• By Simon & Garfunkel


• From the 1966 album 
of the same name


• Submitted by David 
Jones
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And second …

Climate change responses (wrap up)
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1. Command and control 
regulation


2. Putting a price on 
carbon


3. Developing alternatives 
to fossil-fuels


4. Carbon sequestration


5. Geo-engineering

To what extent are these responses precautionary?


How easily can they be adapted?


To what extent do they offer no regrets?
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Now, agriculture …
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Global trends
1. Domestication of plants 

& animals over 
thousands of years


• Has led to profound 
changes to the global 
land base


• Agriculture is now a 
dominant influence on the 
global landscape outside 
the major urban centres

Slash-and-burn agriculture in Belize

Source: brittanica.com
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2. Technology, industrialization and cost


• More advanced farming technology, e.g., increased use of 
biotech crops

Global area of biotech crops (million hectares)
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• Large-scale 
operations with 
economies of scale


• More expensive 
production


• Increased subsidies 
to farmers


• Increased farmer debt 
in most parts of the 
world

Large-scale strip farming in 
Saskatchewan
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3. Intensification of 
production


• Getting more output 
per area of land


• Higher yields


• More reliance on 
auxiliary energy and 
material flows


• Expanded use of 
biocides, inorganic 
chemical fertilizers, 
and irrigation

Sugar cane plantation, Brazil
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4. More production overall


• Stocks have gone up

Grain production has nearly tripled since 1961
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World grain stocks, 
1961-2014

World grain 
production 
and yield, 
1961-2014
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5. Uneven nutrition levels


• Under-nutrition & 
malnutrition in LDCs


• Over-nutrition in MDCs


• Increased susceptibility 
to normally nonfatal 
diseases

Oct 15, 2019
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6. The Livestock Revolution


• Shift in production from family farms to densely populated 
factory farms and feedlots


• Reliance on auxiliary material and energy flows


• Fuelled the growth in meat consumption worldwide, 
which has doubled since 1977

Do you know where your meat comes from? 
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Some creative social marketing
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Some creative social marketing

The 4 major problems 
mentioned in the parody


• Animal cruelty


• Antibiotic resistance


• Pollution


• Loss of family farms
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7. The Green Revolution


• Use of high yield hybrid 
seeds and a reliance on 
auxiliary energy flows


• Increased grain yields 
around the world


• Use of genetically 
modified organisms


• Combining genes from 
different and often 
unrelated species

But what are the implications for 
biodiversity & food security?

Seeds of Freedom
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What are some noteworthy things you learned?
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